The Kleingers Group
INTRODUCTION
The Kleingers Group provides a comprehensive range of civil and
transportation engineering, land surveying, and landscape architecture
services to a diverse mix of public and private sector clients. Through
lasting relationships with developers, architects, and local and state
governmental agencies they’ve successfully built an organization that
improves people’s lives through the design of new infrastructures.

“BY STANDARDIZING ON CRESTRON, WE’VE
CREATED A DYNAMIC AND FORWARDTHINKING WORK ENVIRONMENT, PERFECT
FOR OUR EMPLOYEES TO EXCEL AND OFFER
THEIR CLIENTS THE BEST
EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE.”

Mike Pillman
The Kleingers Group,
Systems Administrator
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THE CHALLENGE
The Kleingers Group had more than 100 employees scattered across
multiple buildings in their Cincinnati location. They’ve since been brought
together under one roof at the company’s new 35,000-square-foot office
space. A critical goal of the project was to revolutionize the meeting
experience with new and intuitive conferencing, collaboration, and
scheduling technology to help employees be more productive.

“FROM THE BEGINNING, WE KNEW WE
NEEDED A RELIABLE AND HIGH-QUALITY
SOLUTION. WHICH IS EXACTLY WHY WE
SELECTED CRESTRON TO SERVE AS
THE TECHNOLOGY BACKBONE FOR OUR
MEETING SPACES.”

Mike Pillman
The Kleingers Group,
Systems Administrator

THE SOLUTION
After an exhaustive review of available options, The Kleingers Group
decided Crestron workplace technology was clearly the best choice to
meet the challenge and provide employees with a smooth transition so
they could hit the ground running in the new office.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
For The Kleingers Group, communication is at the core of their exceptional
customer service. Every project requires constant evaluation and followup meetings to keep everyone up to speed. With Crestron room control,
employees can launch meetings and presentations with just one tap on
the touch screen.

Crestron DM NVX™ AV-over-IP technology powers video distribution in
the training room and conference rooms throughout the building, enabling
employees to instantly share flawless high resolution images, such as 3D
traffic study animations. DM NVX is also used to deliver digital signage
content, including the latest company news, in communal and dining
areas, which helps drive employee engagement.

Crestron room scheduling has taken the hassle out of booking meeting
rooms. In addition to being able to book rooms from their desks or the
Crestron app, employees can easily do it on the fly. The scheduling touch
screen mounted just outside each room includes lightbar indicators that
clearly show room status. With just a glance down the hall, employees
can find an available room and book it on the spot.

Crestron technology has improved the employee experience in the training
center, as well. A Crestron touch screen located at the podium gives
presenters complete control of audio and video. With the entire training
center powered by Crestron, employees and their guests enjoy training
sessions and webinars that exceed expectations, thanks to the exceptional
audio and video quality.

“OUR FIRM CONSTANTLY OPERATES AT A
FAST PACE TO DELIVER PROJECTS ONTIME AND ON-BUDGET. CRESTRON ROOM
SCHEDULING HAS MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR
OUR EMPLOYEES TO MANAGE THESE NEW
AREAS WHILE KEEPING PROJECTS
ON TRACK.”

Mike Pillman
The Kleingers Group,
Systems Administrator
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Featured Products
DM NVX 4K60 4:4:4 HDR Network AV
Encoder/Decoder
DM-NVX-350
3-Series Control System®
CP3N
Crestron Room Scheduling
10.1" Touch Screen
TSW-1050
3-Series® 4K DigitalMedia Presentation
System 150
DMPS3-4K-150-C

RESULTS
With the help of Crestron, The Kleingers Group has created a work
environment where technology assists the employees in consistently
delivering quality work. Employees enjoy using it and have noticed the
positive impact it’s made on their daily workflow.

“We pride ourselves on a positive company culture and
producing great results for our clients. Crestron has
provided us the technology infrastructure to continue
doing just that.”
Mike Pillman
The Kleingers Group,
Systems Administrator
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